STEEL THAT MAKES SENSE

Parlors and
Holding Areas

AgriSteel customizes each parlor and holding area with an
in-house engineer and fabrication facility to accommodate
overall herd size and the following milking systems:
Herringbone
Parallel
Parabone

Swing
Rotary
Robotic

Beef Barns
BEEF CONFINEMENTS

AgriSteel’s unique beef barn design will not only protect your
herd from extreme weather conditions, it will also reduce the
risk of respiratory stress and diseases. The truss-free design
will maximize airflow naturally and efficiently when the building
is properly orientated on the working site. This will create an
environment free of stale air and gasses allowing the herd to
take in clean and healthy air which is needed for optimal herd
health and weight.

SPECIALTY BEEF

AgriSteel has the ability to meet your custom design
and fabrication requests in the following areas:
Catwalks
Neck rails
Gates

Fencing
Feed bunks

Specialty Products

EQUIPMENT

AgriSteel has developed valued relationships with numerous agricultural
manufacturers which gives us the ability to provide you with a fully operational
facility. Unlike other building suppliers, these relationships have given AgriSteel
the ability and buying power to competitively supply the necessary equipment
to build not just a building, but a state-of-the-art facility.
Head locks
Freestalls
Expandable gates
Fencing
Custom cattle panels
Manure systems
Facility lighting
Curtain systems

Slant rails
Ventilation systems
Alley scrapers
Calf huts
Watering stations
Sprinkler systems
Foot baths
Cow brushes

Building Coverings and
Custom Products

CUSTOM STEEL PRODUCTS

AgriSteel’s in-house designing and engineering creates the ability to custom design
components such as ladders, catwalks, stairs and other project challenges you may have.
AgriSteel understands the time and money it takes to research vendors and fabricators;
therefore we are happy to assist you with all your steel challenges and allow you to get
back to your business.
Steel sheeting and trim
Polycarbonate sheeting
Steel and wood purlins with girts
Ladders
Stairs
Curtains

Dairy Barns

AgriSteel will work with you and your client to design and fabricate
a custom parlor, freestall barn, heifer barn, calf barn or a complete complex.
Whether your client requires a natural, tunnel, or cross ventilated solution,
our building design allows for maximum airflow. AgriSteel’s goal is to create
an environment based on cow comfort and herd health, which will minimize
overall expense while promoting consistent milk production.

Freestall Barns

AgriSteel’s structural system allows for optimal airflow
in all of its livestock facilities. Proper ventilation
promotes animal comfort and overall herd health.
The result is increased production and a higher rate
of return on your investment.

AgriSteel wants to be a part of the team that builds your business not just your
building. We are continuously evaluating the agricultural industry and the
products that increase animal health, comfort and production as well as overall
operations so we can offer the equipment needed in your new AgriSteel facility.

AgriSteel wants to be a part of the team that builds your business not just your
building. We are continuously evaluating the agricultural industry and the
products that increase animal health, comfort and production as well as overall
operations so we can offer the equipment needed in your new AgriSteel facility.

*Sikkema Equipment built barn

Sikkema Equipment has been an AgriSteel Dealer since 2014
and has had an overwhelming customer response to the
AgriSteel Buildings. Since our partnership has begun, we
have erected many of these structures. Call us today to see
how we can assist in your next project.

AgriSteel’s mission is to provide farmers with superior facilities and operational
systems. AgriSteel is a direct source for contractors to build and equip farms

Authorized Agristeel Dealer
Byron Center, MI | 616.554.1900 | sikkemaequipment.com

